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LEARNING POINTS
Exploring possibilities of doing research considering CRT
and Decolonial approaches 
Understand the relevance of reaching out to critical
social theory that involves including ideas not previously
considered: 

Global South epistemologies
Indigenous cosmologies
Centring marginalised or ostracised knowledges

Reflect on the political context that intersects
epistemology and the research topic
Challenge or confront hegemonic paradigms
Consider ethics on the social impact of research
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GROUNDING EXERCISE
Use one keyword or idea to enter the conversation
between Decolonial literature (readings) and your
creative research topic. 

5 minutes exercise
Share, if you will. 



◦Language building a sense of reality and collective

world making(s)

◦Discovery of the Americas and the Caribbean: to be

contested, challenged, dismantled.
        ◦Violation, genocide, epistemicide, land snatching/

robbing/ exploitation/ expropriation, no-freedom involved 

◦The “New World” seen as derivative of European

civilization

◦Hierarchical and spiciest understanding of the Human

CHALLENGING
COLONIAL LANGUAGE 
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Modernity structured on 
Racism/ Ethnicism 

“coloniality of power” (Quijano) 
 “colonial difference” (Mignolo) 

Capitalism creating the need for
'rapid development' creating the

damnés in the ‘postcolonial’ settings
(Wretched of the Earth – Fanon) 

Coloniality maintains a system
of exclusion against racially

minoritised groups (non-whites)
(Sylvia Wynter;  Charles Mills)

Global design: the rules are
Christian, male, white to define

the rise of the West

Importance to redifine the concept of
THE HUMAN

COLONIALITY OF BEING/POWER/TRUTH/FREEDOM

CHALLENGING COLONIAL EPISTEME 



THE DIVISION LINE OF ‘BEING’ (HUMAN)

“One of the major empirical effects of which would be

“the rise of Europe” and its construction of the “world

civilization” on the one hand, and, on the other, African

enslavement, Latin American conquest, and Asian

subjugation” 

(Sylvia Wynter, 2003, pg. 263).



THE OTHERING
◦Biocentric constructions of truth

◦Wynter's argument discusses  the

line of 'being': breadwinner; jobless,

criminalised Poor, homeless (...)

◦Features of the Othered: Negroid,

Latino, Native (non-white groups)

presented and unpacked through 'the

Negro Question'

◦The Numeric and Geographic

process of marginalization: ‘Minority’

and ‘Third World’

◦Judeo-Christian matrix formulation

of ‘general order of existence’



Epistemology – “transgression of disciplinary boarders”

Research question – what do you want to know?

Research Fieldwork: dialogical relationship weaving

meanings and co-producing knowledge.

Ethics – implications of your study and power

unbalances generated in the interaction

Social implications – where is your work situated

(politically and theoretically)?

5 MINUTES

FRAMING YOUR RESEARCH
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“Location determines position” (Nayak, 2017, pg 209)

Standpoint (Patricia Hill Collins and GradaKilomba),

lugar de fala (Dijamila Ribeiro)

Setting the context is not only talking about

time/place but how these are in relation to you

Power unbalance are inherent in the fieldwork

"Refusal within research, as a way of thinking about

humanizing researchers"

- Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang

SITUATING POSIT IONAL ITY
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Who?; Where?; Why?

Positions of power legitimised within the dynamics of

coloniality

Content and method are mutually constituted

Understand oppression, the space of truth

Ethics of caring (Patricia Hill Collins) & Hospitality as

ethics (Suryia Nayak)

IS THERE SUCH A THING AS NEUTRALITY?
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